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INTRODUCTION
At its core, VAIL VR is a competitive multiplayer First-Person-Shooter (FPS) game that
emphasizes tactical gunplay, high-caliber combat, and collaborative teamwork. With
the work of our community, VAIL has evolved into a community social platform where
players can also play sports, create art, music, and host events.

We are focused on building creator tools for
users to generate their own 3D VR assets while
opening the doors from VR to the metaverse.
VAIL has been brought to market by AEXLAB as
the premier project to showcase their leadership
and foresight in pioneering the future of virtual
reality and metaverse integration.

VAIL VR seeks to bridge the gap between virtual
reality and the metaverse. The metaverse is a
fully decentralized ecosystem of infinitely
evolving virtual worlds, owned by the
community and built by its believers, a portal
people can enter to play, socialize, build and
work in the new digital realm. 

Most of the world’s largest corporations want to
harness the metaverse for their own profit,
further growing their reach and ability to control
the global population. At AEXLAB, we believe this
inevitable future can be saved but the window to
act is growing narrower. We have a dream that
can be achieved by a deeper alignment between
VR and digital asset families.

Verifiable digital ownership and blockchain-
based digital assets such as NFTs and
cryptocurrencies will act as the building blocks
to a creator economy that the VR community is
bringing into fruition. True digital freedom will

VAILIENS is AEXLAB’s step towards further aligning the NFT and VR communities.

be achieved when others join us to engineer blockchain interoperability across the
metaverse, which will help us freely move our digital assets between virtual worlds. We
envision an open and borderless metaverse. 



VAILIENS
Colonist and REYAB factions get lonely in times of conflict. VAILIENS are your amiko
(friend) that spawn in your armory and in the VAIL Citadel Club. 

VAILIENS begin their journey on the dark web as listings for blind adoption. 
Once the whole lot has been adopted, a virtual courier ships your future amiko.
Shipping times are long and may take up 1 year to ship through the galaxy. 
Buyers get a picture (3D NFT) to know which VAILIEN is theirs. 

As we pioneer the blockchain-based metaverse, we are releasing our proprietary in-
game characters, VAILIENS, as NFTs. VAILIENS NFTs are authentic in-game pets whose
ownership is verified on the blockchain - this way, no one else can own or use the same
VAILIEN as you - your character is completely unique. Our vision is that distribution and
authentication of VAILIENS via the blockchain will enable cross-game compatibility as
the metaverse matures. 

VAILIENS will begin as 3D Profile Pictures (PFPs) built with varying attributes. Each pet
will be a unique NFT which will be randomly generated through AI at the time of mint.
   
Post Launch of VAIL, VAILIENS will be activated for play within the the VAIL VR world.
They will also act as your VAIL Citadel visitor pass and will be fully interactive in-game
VR pets that are owned by only you, verified by the blockchain. Owning a VAILIEN
additionally includes access to the Alpha and Beta of VAIL VR.

VAILIEN PROPERTIES

Class, Body, Head, Eyes, Arms,
Legs, Add-ons, Materials
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*Concept



VAILIENS NFT DROP
AEXLAB has partnered with Metadrop to create an exciting and user-friendly approach
to minting our NFTs.
      
The VAILIEN sale will be an english-style auction lasting 3 consecutive days, starting
November 30th, 2021 and concluding on December 3rd. Across the 3 days of auctions,
10,800 VAILIENS will be sold. The VAILIENS will be differentiated by 6  separate breeds,
each with their own unique auction. Each breed will consist of 1,800 VAILIENS. The
starting floor for each breed will be 0.1 ETH and have no price discrimination.

After the VAILIENS drop, a fourth auction day will consist of the sale of 169 VAIL Citadel
Membership cards, which are special access social club cards that allow players to get
premier access to the VAIL clubhouse, interact with the founders and developers, and
receive first looks at features being created for the VAIL metaverse. 100 will be for sale,
and 69 will be given to thought leaders.
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VAILIENS UTILITIES
1. VAILIENS are a VR social pet that is interact-able, usable, and playable.
2. A lifelong battle pass to receive airdrops of exclusive in-game items.
3. Serves as a community member token to access social servers, game modes, and
VAIL Citadel.
4. Partnering with VR studios to pioneer VR asset interoperability.

VAIL CITADEL MEMBERSHIP CARDS

A VAIL Citadel Membership opens
the doors to hang out with the
founders, developers + community
members, to get a first look at
features and items being created
for the VAIL metaverse and to be a
part of the vision and direction of
the game itself.
      
The VAIL Citadel is a virtual
destination within VAIL that is only
accessible for VAILIEN NFT and/or
VAIL Citadel Card NFT holders.
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VAILIENS CONCEPTUAL GRAPHICS

AUCTION CALENDAR



VAILIENS ROADMAP

PH
ASE 1 PHASE

2

PHASE
3P

H
ASE 4

Phase 1
VAILIENS will be tradeable

NFT’s of 3D PFPs.

Phase 2
Discuss and collaborate

with the community within
VAIL Citadel to scope next

phases of development.

Phase 3 
VAILIENS respond to basic

commands and touch. 

Phase 4
Additional features will be
uploaded over time such

as battles, racing, and
evolution.  
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